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The main properties of the generalized t-designs introduced by Delsarte 
(1973) are studied and used in a majority decoding method which slightly 
differs from Massey's threshold ecoding. The paper also contains anumber of 
results concerning the existence of such designs in codes and a list of some 
codes which can be decoded by our method. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
To the best of our knowledge, generalized t-designs (i.e., designs over an 
alphabet with more than two elements) were first introduced by Delsarte 
(1973) in connection with his study of the combinatorial properties of a code. 
He obtained, in particular, some powerful theorems which prove the existence 
of such designs in q-ary codes satisfying some well-defined conditions. These 
theorems are similar to those of Assmus and Mattson (1969 a), but actually 
yield distinct results for q-ary codes with q > 2. The properties of t-designs 
(in the usual sense) were first used in a majority decoding method for binary 
linear codes by Assmus and Mattson (1969b; 1970) and Goethals (1970; 
1971). It  is the purpose of this paper to generalize these results to q-ary codes 
with q ~ 2, although for most of the examples mentioned we have q = 2 or 3. 
In Section 2, we recall the definition and derive the main properties of the 
q-ary t-designs introduced by Delsarte (1973). In Section 3, we consider 
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t-designs D over a field alphabet and obtain an explicit form for the distribu- 
tion of inner products (u, v), u ~ D, for any vector v of weight less than or 
equal to t. In Section 4, we collect a number of results concerning the existence 
of t-designs in codes, most of which are due to Delsarte (1973), and we prove 
a theorem which was anticipated in Goethals and van Tilborg (1975). Finally, 
in Section 5, we introduce a majority decoding method for q-ary codes which 
involves the concept of a checking set on a particular error symbol, a generali- 
zation of the orthogonal checks sets introduced by Massey (1963). In Theorem 
5.1, we show how t-designs can be used to construct these checking sets, and 
obtain a simple criterion for the majority decoding method to produce a 
correct estimate of any error pattern of weight less than or equal to t. We 
conclude the paper with a list and a description of some codes which can be 
decoded by our majority decoding method. 
2. GENERALIZED t-DESIGNS 
For an integer q ~> 2, let A denote a q-ary alphabet with a distinguished 
element denoted by 0 (zero) and q - -  1 other elements which may be called 
nonzero elements. Then, for an n-tuple v ~ A m, the weight of v, denoted 
by w(v), is defined to be the number of nonzero components of v. 
For any two n-tuples u, v e A ~, with u - -  (Ul, u 2 ,..., un) , v = (vl,  v~ ,..., v~), 
we shall say that u is covered by v if, for every nonzero us, we have v, = ui .  
Clearly, this is only possible when w(u) <~ w(v). 
For integers A, t, k, n, with 1 ~< t ~< k ~< n, a set D of n-tuples from A ~ 
is said to form a q-ary t-design with parameters A, t, k, n, if the following two 
conditions are satisfied: (i) every element of D has weight k; (ii) every n- 
tuple u ~ .d ~ of weight t is covered by exactly )t elements of D, where )t ~ 1. 
A q-ary t-design with parameters A, t, k, n will be denoted by Da(q; t, k, n). 
Moreover, we shall adopt the convention that a 0-design Da(q; O, k, n) 
merely is a collection of A n-tuples of weight k from A n. 
LEMMA 2.1. For any nonnegative integer i <~ t, a t-design D~(q; t, k, n) 
is an i-design D~(q; i, k, n), with A~ given by 
Proof. Let u be any n-tuple of weight i in Am. Then, u is covered by 
exactly (~Z~)(q -- 1) *-* n-tuples of weight t in A m, each of which is covered by 
A members of the t-design. On the other hand, for each member b of the 
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t-design which covers u, there are exactly t~-i ( -~) n-tuples of weight t which cover 
u and are covered by b. Hence u is covered by exactly A~ members of the 
t-design, where A~ is given by (1), and the 1emma is proved. 
A t-design in the usual sense, in short a t-design, S~(t, k, n) can be defined 
to be a collection S of (not necessarily distinct) k-subsets of an n-set such that 
every t-subset of the n-set is contained in exactly/~ members of S. 
LEMMA 2.2. Any q-ary t-design DA(q; t, k, n) yields a t-design (in the 
usual sense) S,(t, k, n), with/x = A(q --  1) t, possibly with repeated blocks. 
Pro@ By identifying each n-tuple u of weight k in A n with the k-subset 
{i I ui =/- 0} of its nonzero elements, and by observing that, to every t-subset of 
the set {1, 2 , . ,  n}, there corresponds exactly (q -- 1) t n-tuples of weight t 
in _4 '~, we easily deduce that the collection of k-subsets thus obtained from 
a q-ary t-design yields a t-design in the usual sense, possibly with repeated 
blocks, and that their respective parameters A and /~ are related by 
/z ----- )~(q -- 1) ~. This proves the lemma. 
Let D C A ~ be a q-ary t-design Da(q; t, k, n), consisting of N = I D I 
n-tuples of weight k from A ~, and let us consider the (n x N) array H 
formed by these n-tuples. Then, by definition, in any (t × N) subarray of H, 
every t-tuple of weight t occurs exactly A times. More generally, for any 
integer i, 1 <~ i <~ t, and for any (i × N) subarray H' of H, every i-tuple of 
weight i occurs exactly Ai times as a column in H', where At is given by (1). 
We shall show that a similar result holds for weights smaller than i. More 
precisely we have the following theorem, which is more or less "well known" 
in the 2-ary case (i.e., for ordinary t-designs). 
THEOREM 2.3. Let H be the (n × N) array consisting of the N n-tuples of a 
q-ary t-design Da(q; t, k, n), with t >~ 1. Then, for any i, 1 ~ i ~ t, and for 
any (i × N) subarray H' of H, every i-tuple of weight j occurs exactly iz(i,j) 
times as a column of H', where ix(i,j) is a constant depending only on i,j, and A. 
Pro@ As observed above, the result holds for j ~ i ~< t. It also holds 
for i -- 1, since every 1-tuple of weight 1 occurs A 1 times, and thus the 1-tuple 
0 occurs N- -  (q - -  1) A 1 times. Observing that N = A0, cf. (1), we may 
thus write 
/,(i, i) = A~, V i ~< t, and /*(1, O) = k o --  (q --  1) ~1. (2) 
We shall now prove the result by induction. Let us assume the result holds for 
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any pair (i,j), wi th j  ~< i < i o orjo < j  <~ i = io, and let us show that it also 
holds for the pair (io, Jo). To that end, let us consider any io-tuple u of weight 
Jo ~ i0 - -  1, and one of its zero components, um= 0, say. Then, let u' be the 
(i o - -  1)-tuple obtained from u by suppressing u~, and let u m, u ~21 ..... u (q-l), 
be the q -- 1 distinct io-tuples of weight Jo + 1 obtained from u by replacing 
u~ by each of the q --  1 nonzero elements of the alphabet A. Now, let us 
consider any (i o × N) subarray H'  of H and let Hm' be the ((i o - -  1) × N) 
subarray obtained from H '  by suppressing its ruth row. Under the induction 
hypothesis, u' occurs exactly/~(i o --  1,jo) times in Hm', and each u ~,  p 
1, 2,..., q -  1, occurs exactly /x(i o, jo + 1) times in H' .  Hence, u occurs 
exactly 
~(io ,Jo) =/z(io -- l,jo) - -  (q --  1)~(i o ,Jo + 1) (3) 
times in H' .  By induction, we obtain, from (2) and (3), 
~-~ ( i - - J )  Aj+,, (4) /~(i, j) = ~ (- -  1)~(q --  1)~ s 
s=O 
which clearly shows that/~(i, j) is a constant depending only on i, j ,  and A, 
for j ~ i ~ t, and proves the theorem. 
Remarks. (i) From Theorem 2.3 it follows that a q-ary t-design Da(q; t, 
k, n) yields a balanced array of strength t, with q symbols, in the sense of 
Srivastava nd Chopra (1973), although the converse is not true. 
(ii) From (1) and (4), the following equivalent expression can be 
obtained for t~(i,j) with j  ~ i ~ t, 
i n 
which clearly shows that it is nonnegative. Since, from their definition, the 
t~(i,j) have to be integers, expression (5) yields necessary divisibility conditions 
for the existence of a q-ary t-design with parameters A, t, k, n. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let D be a q-ary t-design Da(q; t, k, n) with t >/ 1. Then, 
for any coordinate position, the ruth say, and for any nonzero element c~ of the 
alphabet A, the set 
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yields a q-ary (t - -  1)-design D~(q; t --  1, k --  1, n --  1), and the set 
D,,(0) ={uEDlu~=0} 
yields a (t - -  1)-design D,(q; t - -  1, k, n - -  1), with ~ = i~(t, t - -  1). 
Proof. Every n-tuple v of weight t with vm = ~ is covered by )t members of 
D, all of which belong to D~(a). Hence, by suppressing the mth coordinate 
from every element of D~(c~), we obtain a (t --  1)-design Da(q; t - -  1, h - -  1, 
n -- 1). Similarly, by suppressing the ruth coordinate from every element of 
D~(0), we obtain, as a consequence of Theorem 2.3, a ( t -  1)-design 
D,(q; t - -  1, k, n -- 1), with/x -- /z(t, t --  1). 
Remark.  The parameters f ( i , j )  of the (t --  1)-design derived from D~(~) 
are related to those, ~(i,j), of D by f ( i , j )  = i~(i + 1 , j  + 1). Those, f ' ( i , j ) ,  
of the design obtained from Din(0), satisfy f ' ( i ,  j )  = ix(i + 1, j ) .  
3. DESIGNS OVER A FIELD ALPHABET 
From now on, we shall assume that the alphabet A consists of the q elements 
of the field GF(q), where q is a prime power. Then, ~/~ has the structure of an 
n-dimensional vector space V(n, q) endowed with the inner product 
(u, v) = i uzv~ .
i=1 
For an integer j, 0 ~< j ~< n, let Xj denote the set of vectors of weightj  in 
A n, and let X: -//-+ C be any nonprincipal character of the additive group of 
A = GF(q). We shall make use of the following property: the value of the 
summation ~2wxj X((u, v)) only depends on j  and on the weight of u, w(u) = k, 
say. More precisely, we may write 
X((u, v)) = Ps(k), Vu with w(u) = h, (6) 
veXj 
where Pj(x) is the Krawtchouk polynomial of degree j in the variable x, cf. 
Szeg6 (1959), formally defined by 
~P,(x)  ~J = (1 -~)x(1 +(¢-  1)~) n-x, 
643/32/I-4 
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that is, 
J 
P,(h) = E (--1)~(q --  1),-' ( i=O i )( j  i)" (7) 
k n h 
For a proof of this property, we refer, for example, to van Lint (1971). 
Let D C A ~ be a q-ary t-design with parameters A, t, k, n, and let v E A ~ be 
any vector of weight w(v) -- e ~ t. The following theorem shows that the 
distribution of the inner products (u, v), u e D, is independent of v. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let D be a t-design with parameters A, t, k, n over the field 
alphabet A = GF(q), and, for an arbitrary vector v ~ A n and a field element ~, 
let D~(v) be the set 
D=(v) = {u ~ D ](u, v) = e~}, with 1 D~(v)[ = a~(v). 
Then, for any v with weight w(v) ~- e ~ t, we have 
and 
ao(v ) = A0(P~(0 ) + (q --  1) Pe(k))/qPe(O), 
Va ~ O, a~(v) = al(v ) = A0(P~(0 ) -- Pe(k))/qP~(O). 
Proof. Let H be the (n × A0) array consisting of the I D]  = A 0 vectors 
u ~ D, and let H '  be the (e × A0) subarray consisting of those rows of H 
corresponding to the nonzero entries of a vector v e A n of weight e ~ t. 
Let v '~  A ~ be obtained from v by suppressing its zero entries, and, 
Vu ~ D, let u' be the corresponding column of H'.  Clearly, we have 
(u, v) = (u', v'). By Theorem 2.3, we know that every e-tuple u' of weight 
j occurs exactly i~(e,j) times as a column of H' .  Let Aj(a) be the subset of A ~ 
defined by 
&(~,) = {~' ~ Ao I ~(u') - J, (u', v') --  ~}. 
From the above discussion it follows that we have 
a~(~) = I O~(v)[ = ~ ~(e,j)l A=(~)I. (8) 
j=0 
I t  should be clear that [ A~(~)] does not depend on the particular vector v' ~ A ~ 
of weight e, which implies that the value a~(v) of (8) does not depend on v. 
Moreover, by observing that for any nonzero ), ~ A, the map u ' -~  yu' 
induces the bijection Aj(c~) -+ Aj(yc0, we easily deduce that we have I As(~)[ = 
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I Aj(1)], whence a~(v) = al(v ) for any nonzero a. It  remains to be shown that 
the values of ao(V ) and a~(v) are as indicated in the theorem. We first observe 
that we have, 
a.(v) = ao(v) + (q - 1) al(v) = I D [. (9) 
c~A 
Then, by considering the summation 
Z Z X((", v)) = I X.  [ Z a~(v) X(~), (10) 
v~X eueD ~eA 
which, by use of (6), reduces to I D ] P~(k), and by using 
x(O) = 1, Z x(c,) = o, 
oz E.,,t 
we deduce 
] X~ I(ao(v ) -- al(V)) = I DIP~(k).  (11) 
Finally, since I D I  ~ Ao, and 
I X~ ] ---- (n  e ) (q  - -  1) 0 = P~(0), (12) 
we obtain, from (9) and (11), the announced values for ao(v ) and al(v), which 
proves the theorem. 
Remark. Let us say that a t-design D over the field alphabet A is homo- 
geneous if it has the property that, for every nonzero y E A, 
ueD ~ 7u~D.  
For an arbitrary vector v ~ A ~ of weight e ~ t, and for a t-design D C A n, 
let D~(v) and am(v ) be defined as in Theorem 3.1. Clearly, if D is homogeneous, 
we have as(v ) = al(v ) for any nonzero ~ e A, whence (9) holds. On the other 
hand, by considering the summation on the left-hand side of (10), we obtain 
by use of (6), for any homogeneous design D with elements of weight k, 
]D i P~(k) - -  ~, (ao(v) --  al(v)), 
v~X e 
which shows, cf. (12), that I DIPe(k)/P~(O ) is the average value of the 
difference ao(v ) --  al(v ) over all vectors v of weight e. I t  follows that, for any 
weight e > t, the value of %(v) given in Theorem 3.1 is the average of 
I D~(v)l over all vectors of weight e. 
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4. t-REGULAR COPES AND THEIR DESIGNS 
As in the previous ection, we assume that d is an alphabet consisting of the 
q elements of the field GF(q). A block code of length n over the alphabet d 
merely is a subset C, I C I /> 2, of d ~. For any two vectors u, v e A ~, their 
Hamming distance d(u, v) is defined to be the weight of their difference: 
d(u, v) = w(u -- v). The minimum distance d(C) of a code C is the minimum 
value of the distance between any two distinct elements of C. The minimum 
weight w(C) is the minimum value of w(u), u ~ C. The distance-enumerator 
of a code C is the formal polynomial 
Dc( ) = I C f-1 Z 
Thus, the coefficients of z i in its expansion is the average over all codevectors 
u of the number of codeveetors at distance i from u. A code C is said to be 
distance-invar&nt if, for every i, 0 ~< i ~< n, the number di(u) of codevectors 
at distance i from a given codevectors u, is the Same for every eodevector u. 
The weight-enumerator of a code C is the formal polynomial 
u~C 
Thus, the coefficient of z ~ in its expansion equals the number of codevectors 
of weight i. For any distance-invariant code C containing the all-zero vector, 
its distance-enumerator is identical to its weight-enumerator. 
For a given code C, and a given v E d ~, let C(v) denote the code 
= {u - I u c}  (13) 
obtained from C by translation. Note that, for any v, C and C(v) have 
the same distance-enumerator. However, for distinct v, v', the weight- 
enumerators of C(v) and C(v') are, in general, different. For a nonnegative 
integer t, we shall say that a code C is t-regular if, for every v ~ A ~ such that 
C(v) defined by (13) has minimum weight w ~ t, the weight-enumerator of 
C(v) depends only on w. Note that a t-regular code with t ~ 1 is afortiori 
(t --  1)-regular, and that a zero-regular code is distance-invariant. We shall 
now prove that a t-regular code contains t-designs. The following theorem was 
anticipated in Goethals and van Tilborg (1975), where the proof was only 
briefly outlined. We present here a complete proof. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let C be a q-ary code of length n containing the all-zero 
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vector, and let C be t-regular with 2t ~ d(C). Then, for each k, the set of code- 
vectors of weight k (if nonempty) is a t-design Da(q; t, k, n). 
Proof. Let C be as stated in the theorem, and let C(v) be defined by (13) 
for an arbitrary vector v ~ A n of weight t. Since d(C) ~ 2t, any vector in 
C(v) has weight t at least, and since 0 ~ C, we have ( - -v )~ C(v). Hence, 
C(v) has minimum weight t, and since C is t-regular, the weight-enumerator 
of C(v), 
Wc(~)(z) = i di(v)z "~, (14) 
i=0 
depends only on t. Note that d~(v) in (14) equals the number of codevectors u 
at distance i from v. Any x e C(v) is of the form x = u - -  v, with u ~ C. 
Hence, for any x c C(v) with weight w(x) = w -- t, we have, for the corre- 
sponding u = x + v E C, 
w(u) ~< w(x) + w(v) = w, (15) 
with equality only if v is covered by u. On the other hand, we have w(u) >~ d(C) 
for any u @ 0, u ~ C. Therefore, the number of vectors of weight d(C) -- t 
in C(v), that is the coefficient of z acc)-~ in (14), is equal to the number )~(v) of 
vectors u e C of weight d(C) and covering v, or possibly to A(v) + 1 if 
v itself has weight d(C) -- t, that is when d(C) = 2t. In any case, A(v) is a 
constant depending only on t, and this proves that the set of codevectors of 
weight k = d(C) is a t-design Da(q; t, k, n) with A = A(v). We shall now 
proceed by induction on k. Let us assume that the result is true for the code- 
vectors of weight k < w, and then let us show that it also holds for k = w. 
Let us denote by ba(v) the number of codevectors u of weight k such that 
x = u - -  v has weight w - -  t. We know, cf. (15), that bk(v ) is nonzero only if 
h ~ w, and that b~v(v ) is equal to the number of codevectors of weight w 
covering v. From, the above discussion, it clearly appears that 
d~_~(v) = ~ b~(v), (16) 
k<<w 
where d~_~(v) in (14) is a constant depending only on w and t. I t  remains to be 
shown that, under the induction hypothesis, the numbers b~(v), with k < w, 
depend only on k, w, and t. Let u ~ C be a codevector of weight k < w, and 
let u have among the t coordinate positions where v is nonzero, s components 
ui = O, and r components ui # 0 and # v~, whence (t - -  r - -  s) components 
u~ ----- v~ :/: 0. Assuming w(u -- v) = w -- t, we must have r = w - -  k - -  2s. 
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The number of distinct ways of filling the t positions as indicated above is 
equal to 
(q - -  2) ~ t!/(s! r!(t - -  r --  s)!), 
and, by the induction hypothesis and according to Theorem 2.3, each such 
t-tuple of weight t -- s occurs exactly/~(k)(t, t --  s) times among the code- 
vectors of weight k < w. From the above discussion, it appears that we have, 
for k < w, 
t!(q - -  2) ~:-~-2~ 
b~(v) kdk)(t, t S)~ s!(w - -  k - -  2s)!(t - -  w + k + s)I 
a number which clearly depends only on k, w, and t. It then follows from (16) 
that bw(v) is a constant depending only on w and t, whence the set of code- 
vectors of weight w is a t-design Da(q; t, w, n) with A ~ bw(v). This proves the 
theorem. 
In this paper, we shall mainly be concerned with q-ary (n, r) linear codes, 
that is r-dimensional subspaces of the vector space An. Clearly, any linear 
code contains the all-zero vector and is distance-invariant. For any linear 
code C, its dual code C is defined to be the set 
C= = {u e A" ](u, v) = O, Vv e C}, 
which itself is a linear code. A linear code C is self-orthogonal if C C_ C ' ,  and 
self-dual if C = C ±. For a linear code C, we shall denote by W(C)  the set 
w(c) = {w(u)[ u e c ,  u ¢ o} 
of distinct nonzero weights actually occuring in C. For an arbitrary code, 
Delsarte (1973) defined four fundamental parameters, which, for a linear code 
C, can be defined as follows: 
d = d(C), minimum distance, 
s = I W(C)I, number of distances, 
d' -~ d(C±), dual distance, 
s' = [ W(CX)f, external distance. 
The importance of these parameters i stressed by the following theorems 
due to Delsarte (1973), (cf. also Goethals and van Tilborg, 1975). 
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THEOREM 4.2. (Delsarte). Let C be a q-ary code of length n containing the 
all-zero vector, let d' be its dual distance, and let there exist an integer t, 
1 ~ t ~ d', such that 
d' - -  t ~ ]{w e W(C)[ w ~ t}[. (17) 
Then, for each weight h ~ t, the set of codevectors of weight k (if nonempty) is a 
t-design Da(q; t, k, n). 
THEOREM 4.3. (Delsarte). Let C be a q-ary code of length n, minimum 
distance d, and external distance s' ~ d. Then, C is (d -- s')-regular. 
There are many instances where Theorems 4.1 and 4.3, or Theorem 4.2, 
can be applied to prove the existence of t-designs in a q-ary code. To mention 
a few:  
(i) The Golay ternay (11, 6) code over GF(3), cf. Golay (1949), has 
minimum distance d -:  5, and external distance s' = 2. By Theorem 4.3, it is 
3-regular; by Theorem 4.1, it contains ternary 2-designs. In fact, it can be 
shown that these 2-designs are actually 3-designs. In particular, the set of 
codeveetors ofweight 5 is the 3-design Dr(3; 3, 5, 11) with )t = 1. The dual of 
the above mentioned code is a (11, 5) linear code over GF(3). By Theorem 4.2, 
it contains the following 3-designs, D2(3; 3, 6, 11) and D7(3; 3, 9, 11). 
(ii) The self-dual symmetry codes (12, 6), (24, 12), (36, 18), (48, 24), 
and (60, 30) over GF(3), discovered by Pless (1972), all are 3-regular and 
contain ternary 3-designs by Theorems 4.1 and 4.3. By application of a result 
due to Assmus and Mattson (1969a), it can be shown that most of these 
ternary 3-designs yield 3-designs (in the usual sense, (cf. Lemma 2.2)), which 
actually are 5-designs. 
We shall now prove a property which holds for most of the codes mentioned 
above. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let C be a q-ary (n, r) linear code with minimum distance 
d and external distance s' ~ d -- 1. For any coordinate position, the ruth say, 
let Cm be the (n -  1, r) linear code obtained from C by suppressing the ruth 
coordinate u,~ from every u ~ C. Let us assume n ~ W(C±), and let W be the set 
of weights W = {w ~ W(C)I w -- 1 ¢ W(C)}. For any k ~ W, and for any 
~ A* = A\{0}, let D~)(~) be the set of vectors u' ~ C~ of weight k -- 1 for 
which the corresponding u ~ C has uT, = ~. Then, D~)(a) is a (t -- 1)-design 
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D~(q; t --  1, k --  1, n --  1) with the property that, for any vector v ~ A ~-1 of 
weight t, the number tz~(v) of elements of D~)(~) that cover v satisfies 
Z ~(v)  = y~ ~(Tv) = ~(h - t)/(n - t )  = ~,  ( lS )  
c~@A* "g~A* 
and D~ ) = U~A* D~)(c~) is a t-design D,(q; t, k --  1, n -- 1) with t z given 
by (18). 
Proof. By Theorem 4.3, C is t-regular, with t = d - s' >~ 1. By Theorem 
4.1, the set of vectors u ~ C of weight h is a t-design D~(q; t, k, n), and by 
Corollary 2.4, D~<k~(~) is a (t . . . .  1)-design Dz(q; t 1, k 1, n 1). The 
dual code C~ ± of C~ is obtained from the set of vectors u ~ C" for which 
Um= 0, by removing this latter coordinate from each of them. Clearly, we 
have d(C~) :-  d --  1, and W(C~ ±) C W(C±)\{n), whence s'(C~) < s ' - -  1. 
Then, it follows from Theorem 4.3 that C~ is t-regular, whence, by Theorem 
4.1, its set D~ ) of vectors of weight k --  1 is a t-design D,(q; t, k --  1, n --  1). 
Let W and D~)(a) be defined as in the theorem. Clearly, for any k E W, we 
have 
D~)= [.) D~)(a), (19) 
a~A*  
since C has no vectors of weight k --  1. On the other hand, since C is linear, 
it is apparent that we have 
Va + A*, D(~)(~) : {~u' I u' + D~)(1)). (20) 
Let v be a vector of weight t in A n-1 and, for any c~ E gl*, let/z~(v) be defined 
as in the theorem. Since D~ ~) is a t-design, we deduce from (19) and (20) 
that (18) holds, where the relation between A and/~ results from a simple 
counting argument. This proves the theorem. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let a binary linear code C of length n contain only even 
weight vectors, and let its minimum distance d and external distance s' satisfy 
s" <~ d --  1. Then for each even weight k, the set of codevectors of weight k 
(if nonempty) is a (t + 1)-design with t = d --  s'. 
Proof. Let v be any vector of weight t + 1 in A m, A = {0, 1}, and let us 
choose m so that vm = 1. Then, let C~ and D~ ) • D~J(1) be defined as in 
Theorem 4.4. Clearly, v can be covered by a codevector u ~ C of weight k 
only if the corresponding u' ~ Cm belongs to D<~ ). Now, observing that since 
C contains only vectors of an even weight, its dual C ± contains the all-one 
vector .of weight n; we may apply Theorem 4.4, from which it follows that v 
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is covered by a constant number/~ of codevectors of weight k. Since v is an 
arbitrary vector of weight t + 1, this proves the corollary. 
Remark. The above Corollary applies to any binary self-dual linear code 
C with s' ~ d --  1, as any such code contains only even weight vectors. 
5. ~vlAJORITY DECODING OF LINEAR CODES 
Codes with symbols from GF(q) are used for the transmission f information 
over a noisy q-ary channel. For a memoryless symmetric hannel, the effect 
of noise can be described by the addition, performed in GF(q), of an error 
symbol to each transmitted symbol. Hence, any transmitted codevector 
u ~ (u 1 , u 2 ,..., u~) produces at the receiver part of the channel an n-tuple 
v = u -}- x, where x = (x 1 , x 2 ,..., x~) is the error vector consisting of the n 
error symbols. The decoding problem consists, given v, in determining the 
codevector u at minimum distance d(u, v) from v, or equivalently, in deter- 
mining the error vector x of minimum weight such that u = v -- x belongs 
to the code. 
A linear (n, r) code C over the field alphabet A = GF(q) can be defined to 
be the set of vectors u ~ A n satisfying n --  r given linearly independent linear 
equations of the form 
i P~ui = 0. (21) 
i=1 
In fact, any vector v belonging to its dual code C ± yields such an equation, 
since ~ v~ui = O, V u ~ C, by definition. By a parity check equation for a 
linear code, we shall mean a linear equation of the form (21) satisfied by all 
codevectors. And, for an arbitrary vector y, a parity check on y will mean the 
value 
P(Y) = i P,Y~, (22) 
i=1 
obtained fory from a parity check equation (21). Clearly, we havep(u + y) ---- 
p(y), for every codevector u. Hence, the value of any parity check p(v) on the 
received vector v = u -~- x depends only on the error vector x. A set S of 
parity checks p(x) will be said to constitute a checking set on the mth symbol f x, 
if each of them checks the ruth symbol x~ with coefficient 1, that is, i fp~ = 1 
for each p e S, and if no other symbol is checked with coefficient 1 by all 
p e S. If  no other symbol is checked with a nonzero coefficient by more than 
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one p ~ S, then the checking set S is said to be orthogonal on the ruth symbol, 
cf. Massey (1963). We shall describe hereunder a majority decoding method 
which slightly differs from the original one introduced by Massey (1963) for 
orthogonal checking sets. 
For a checking set S on the ruth symbol of the vector x, let the function 
Maj(S(x)) be defined as follows: 
Maj(S(x)) ~ c~, if c~ is any element of GF(q) with the greatest number of 
occurrences among the p(x), p ~ S, or 
Maj(S(x)) -~ 0, if all elements of GF(q) have the same number of occur- 
rences among the p(x), p ~ S. 
In other words, Maj (S(x)) is the (relative) majority of the values assumed by 
the parity checks p(x), p ~ S. Let now v be the received vector v = u + x, 
u ~ C. Since p(x) = p(v) for any parity check, we have Ma j (S (x ) )= 
Maj(S(v)). From the received vector v, we can calculate the parity checks 
p(v), p ~ S, and then obtain and estimate ~,~ of the ruth error symbol x,~ by 
~ = Maj(S(v)). (23) 
This estimate will be correct provided zero is the only element of GF(q) with 
the greatest number of occurrences among the modified parity checks 
p(x) - x~ = ~ pixi , p ~ S, 
iv~m 
or, if x~ ~ 0 and all elements of GF(q) have the same number of occurrences 
among these modified parity checks. We shall refer to majority decoding for 
the algorithm which, for each error symbol x~,  1 ~< m ~ n, produces an 
estimate (23) by means of a checking set S on x, , .  We shall show that checking 
sets can be obtained on each error symbol for a linear code C, whenever a
t-design Da(q; t, k, n) can be found in its dual code C ±, and we shall obtain 
in this case a very simple criterion for the above majority decoding algorithm 
to produce the correct estimate of an error vector of weight e ~< t - -  1. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let the dual code of a linear q-dry code C of length n + 1 
contain a q-dry (t + 1)-design D with parameters A, t + 1, k + 1, n + 1, 
and let D~ be defined to be the set Dm ~ {u ~ D Ium = 1}. Then, for each m, 
1 ~ m ~ n + 1, D~ yields a checking set on the mth symbol. Moreover, the 
majority decoding algorithm produces the correct estimate of any error vector x 
of weight w(x) = e ~ t, iff Pe(k) >~ 0 and Pe-l(k) > 0 hold. 
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Proof. Let S~ be the set of parity checks obtained from D~, by 
S, ,  = {p~(x)  = ~u,x, ]ueD,~). 
By definition of D, , ,  we have ur~ = 1, gu E D~,  and since, by Corollary 
2.4, D~ yields a t-design Da(q; t, k, n), the ruth symbol is the only one with 
this property. Hence S~ is a checking set on the ruth symbol. For any u e Dm, 
p,,(x) will give the correct value of x~ iff the modified parity check p~(x) - -  x,~ 
satisfies 
p (x) - = Z ,,,x, = o. (24) 
For any vector y e A '~+1, let y '  ~ A '~ be the vector obtained from y by sup- 
pressing its mth coordinate y~.  Then (24) can be viewed as the inner product 
(u', x'), where u' is an element of the design Da(q; t, k, n) yielded by D,~, cf. 
Corollary 2.4. Let us assume now that x has weight w(x) = e <~ t, whence x' 
has weight e or e --  1, according as x,~ = 0 or x~ 5a 0. Theorem 3.1 allows us 
to obtain the number %(x') of elements u' of the design which have inner 
product (u', x') = c~ with x'. As mentioned above, the estimate (23) of x,~ 
will be correct iff zero is the only element of GF(q) with the greatest number of 
occurrences among the inner products (u', x'), u e D~,, or, if x m = 0 and all 
elements of GF(q) have the same number of occurrences. This is equivalent to 
the conditions 
ao(X' ) --  %(x') > O, Vo~ ~ O, Vx', w(x') = e or e - -  1, 
in the first case, and 
ao(X' ) --  a~,(x') = 0, V~ =/= 0, gx', w(x') = e, in the second case. 
By Theorem 3.1, these conditions are equivalent o P,(k) ~ 0 if x~ = 0, 
or to Pe_l(k) > 0 if x~ =/: 0. This proves the theorem. 
The rest of this section will be devoted to a discussion of some codes which 
can be decoded by the majority decoding algorithm described hereabove, by 
use of the results of Theorem 5.1. The results are summarized in Table I, 
where, for each (n + 1, r) linear code, referred to be a number in the first 
column, we list the following parameters: q, referring to the field alphabet 
A = GF(q); A, t, k, n, for the parameters of the designs D~ used as checking 
sets, cf. Theorem 5.1; the number A 0 of parity checks used in each checking 
set; the dimension r and minimum distance d of the (n + 1, r) linear code C; 
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TABLE I 
Parameters ofSome Majority Decodable Linear Codes 
No. q A t k n Ao r d t* 
1 2 1 4 7 23 253 12 8 3 
2 2 4 3 7 22 176 12 7 3 
3 2 8 4 11 47 4324 24 12 4 
4 2 36 3 11 46 3312 24 11 3 
5 3 3 2 5 11 66 6 6 2 
6 3 2 2 5 10 36 6 5 2 
7 3 21 2 8 23 759 12 9 2 
8 3 15 2 8 22 495 12 8 2 
and, finally, the number t* of errors guaranteed to be correctable by Theorem 
5.1, that is, the greatest integer t* ~< t such that ge ~< t*, P , (k)  >/O, and 
P~_l(k) > 0 hold. Here under are some comments on the results of Table I. 
(i) We shall denote by C ~° the (n + 1, r) linear code listed in the 
ith row of Table I. Note that the codes C ii) with odd index i = 2j - -  1 all 
are self-dual with n + 1 = 2r. For each of them, the next code C <2j~ can be 
obtained by puncturing (cf. Berlekamp, 1968, p. 334) the code C(2J-~; that is, 
we have for any coordinate place, the ruth say, 
C(2~) : C(23-1) 
with Cm defined as in Theorem 4.4. For the binary codes, C m, C <al, we have 
d - -  s' = 4, whence, by Corollary 4.5, they contain 5-designs, cf. Assmus 
and Mattson (1969a), from which the 4-designs Nos. 1 and 3 of Table I 
can be obtained by Corollary 2.4. Similarly, by application of Theorem 4.2, 
the dual codes of C (2), C (~), are easily shown to contain 4-designs from which 
3-designs, like Nos. 2 and 4 of Table I, are obtained. The self-dual ternary 
codes C ~5~, C ~7~, have all their weights divisible by 3, contain vectors of 
maximal weight n + 1, and satisfy d - -  s' = 3. Hence, by Theorems 4.1 and 
4.3, they contain 3-designs from which 2-designs, like Nos. 5 and 7 of Table I, 
are obtained, which satisfy the special property (18) of Theorem 4.4 that, for 
any vector x of weight 3, the number/z(x) of elements of the designDa(3;2, k, n) 
that cover x satisfies 
t~(x) + t~( -x )  = a(k - 2) / (n - 2). (25) 
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By use of this property, it can be shown that, for the code C 171, any error 
vector of weight 3 will be correctly decoded by out majority decoding 
algorithm. Hence, in this case, the value t* = 2 is only a lower bound on the 
number of errors that can be corrected. Finally, the 2-designs Nos. 6 and 8 
are obtained from the existence of the 3-designs Da(3 ; 3, h -b 1, n q~ 1) in 
the dual codes of C (61, C (81, which results from Theorem 4.2. 
(ii) We recall that a code with minimum distance d is capable, in 
principle, of correcting any combination of t or fewer errors, where t is the 
largest integer satisfying 2t ~ d -  1. From Table I, it appears that our 
algorithm uses the full error correcting capability of the codes C (11, C (2~, 
C ~5~, and CI% For the other codes, it should be kept in mind that t* is only 
the lower bound on the error-correcting capability of the algorithm, 
guaranteed by Theorem 5.1. In most cases, it seems reasonable to expect 
that more errors can actually be corrected. We have already mentioned this 
to be the case for the code C (71. For binary codes, a slight variation of the 
present majority decoding method, which uses a threshold, was presented by 
Goethals (1970; 1971) and Assmus and Mattson (1970) for the codes C m 
and C (al, which allows detection of any error pattern of weight 4 in C m and 
correction of any error pattern of weight 5 and some of weight 6 in C (a). 
Other variants of the method, which proceed in several steps, but use a 
smaller number of parity checks at each step, were presented by Assmus and 
Mattson (1969b; t972a). 
(iii) Note that several inequivalent codes with the same parameters as 
those of Table I may exist. This is actually the case for C 171, for example, 
for which two inequivalent codes exist, namely the (24, 12) symmetry code 
discovered by Pless (1972) and the extended quadratic residue code (24, 12) 
over GF(3), cf. Assmus and Mattson (1972b). However, codes with param- 
eters Nos. 1, 2, 5, or 6, were recently shown to be unique, cf. Pless (1968), 
Delsarte and Goethals (1975). The codes C (21 and C (6} are the only perfect 
q-ary t-error correcting codes with t > 1, cf. Tietavainen (1973); both were 
discovered by Golay (1949). One code is known with the parameters No. 3, 
namely the binary extended quadratic residue code (48, 24), for which 
Delsarte (1973)was able to obtain the distribution of cosets by use of computer 
results due to Assmus and Mattson (1970). It  is still unknown whether other 
inequivalent codes with the same parameters do exist. 
Finally, we like to mention that many single-error correcting codes are 
decodable by our method, in particular the perfect single-error correcting 
codes of length n = (q'~ --  1)/(q --  1) over GF(q),which exists for any field and 
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any integer m ~ 2, and, for q ~ 2 m, the extended perfect single-error 
correcting codes of length q q- 2. These are examples of uniformly packed 
codes, cf. Goethals and van Tilborg (1975). 
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